October 22, 2012

Next Meeting:
Date: 11-08-12
Location: AVIArchitectural Visions,
Inc.
3150 Piedmont Road,
N.E
(678) 297-1111: It is
south of Peachtree Road.
It shares the roof of
Edwin Watts Golf and
shares the parking lot of
Bones Restaurant.

Schedule:





2:30 – 3:45:
Executive Board
Meeting.
3:45 -4:00: Sign in
4:00 – 6:00
Presentations and
Tour of Facility
6:00 Dinner and
General Meeting

Slate of Officers for
2013:
 President: Sam Liberti
 Vice President: Wanda
Harvill
 Secretary: Mark Hall
 Treasurer: Robert
Steverson
 National Directors:
o Sam Liberti
o To be Determined
RSVP to:
Sam Liberti:
sliberti@gabuilders.com
Or Gary Baumgardner:
homedsgn@bellsouth.net

“The Information Gateway for The Georgia Society of The American Institute of Building Design “

What is Around Us & Ahead of Us
Have you looked out the window or taken a walk outside lately? Have you had a
chance to embrace this time of year? The trees are shedding common shades of
green for the more colorful palettes of fall. The air brushes our face with the kiss of
cool air, while here and there we catch the first aroma of October fires lit not so much
for warmth but as to welcome the change in the season.
Change, each of the seasons has its own signature. Spring is rebirth. Summer is
renewal. Winter is reflection. But Fall, well fall is a special time of the year that
prepares for all the other seasons. It allows us that opportunity to appreciate what
has come before and anticipate what will greet us soon.
We also have that opportunity. Just as fall prepares us for change, we must take that
hint from mother nature and prepare ourselves to change. We can look at what has
passed and appreciate it while we prepare to welcome the future; to contemplate the
needs we have as individuals, as well as the needs we have as a society.
In that vein, we have a new Executive Board to elect, as we anticipate what they will
bring to our state society. Yet we as members have an obligation, not just to attend a
meeting but to take a page from fall. Shed our old ideas, refresh our thinking,
address our attitude and build a state society to take on the future. This is a future
not just for our good and well being but for those who will come after us.
So look out of the window, take a walk and enjoy this resplendent time of year while
you prepare to take AIBDGA above and beyond.

On the lighter Side:

What’s Up Now?
While attending an event at the Southern
Living House, we had the opportunity to
talk with David Hauck with Architectural
Visions Inc. We discussed the products
present in this remodel and all the
innovations that AVI and Marvin Windows
has put in place. David graciously offered
to host out next meeting. We will meet in
their Buckhead location. AVI will bring us
to the forefront of all the products and
innovations that are offered by their vast
array of products and design options.
Included in this informative afternoon will
be a tour of their vast facility and a
catered dinner. After we have satisfied
our quest for product knowledge we will
have our General Meeting at which we
will vote for our new Executive Board.
This will be a great time to learn, renew
friendships and enjoy what our state
society has to offer you. Gain 2 CE’s!

